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A STEP INTO THE FUTURE
FOR SKI JUMPING AND
NORDIC COMBINED

1. General
•

The popularity of ski jumping is at the top level among the sporting community
worldwide, and especially in the countries practising the sport. Among winter
sports, it is the second most interesting sport right after alpine skiing.

•

Ski jumping sports are practised in approximately 25 countries globally.

•

The sport is practised professionally at the top level.

•

External conditions are hampering the sport globally in the so-called large hill
and ski flying hill competitions. Every autumn ski jumpers seek “snow hills”. A
ski centre such as Aavasaksa will create stable conditions for practising ski
jumping, and, therefore, bring cost savings to families and Finnish ski jumping
clubs. Furthermore, foreign clubs and national teams are certain to take
advantage of such a ski jumping centre.

•

The safety of the sport cannot be guaranteed due to the conditions, nor has the
situation been alleviated by equipment rules.

•

The climate is warming, and, as a consequence, ski jumping venues are facing
several problems. The sport is endangered. Can we afford this?

•

Ski jumping should follow the progress of the venues for ice hockey and skating,
which were once practised outdoors. These sports have moved indoors or to
covered venues as far as international competitions are concerned.

•

The Aavasaksa ski jumping project is supported by the head coaches of all
countries (Finland, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Japan, Czech
Republic, Slovenia, France, Russia, Canada, Poland, South Korea, and Italy).
The best ski jumpers from the World Cup, and the sport directors of Austria and
Norway, and several other ex-top jumpers, such as the ex-chairman of the FIS
ski jumping committee, have supported the realisation of the project with their
signatures.

1.1. The State of Ski Jumping
•

Ski jumping must follow the ski jumping regulations set by FIS, the International
Ski Federation. These regulations have been broken on several occasions, for
example in proven uphill speed situations, and on the part of wind corridors (the
latter factor may not always be fully controlled.)

•

The lift characteristics of the ski jumpers’ suits give unequal chances to jumpers in
windy conditions.

•

Wind conditions have too large an impact on competition results. Wind will form a
threat to professional sports in the future. The appreciation of ski jumping is
crumbling.

•

The conduct of competitions is guided by big money (financiers, sponsors), and the
sport itself is being turned into a circus attraction.

1.2. The Safety of Ski Jumping
•

The Safety of ski jumping has been improved by the renewal of the equipment
(stronger skis, evolved bindings, complete suit and obligatory helmet) and the hill
profiles, and by hill course-making machines, protective rails surrounding the hill
profile, renovation of hills, and the inspections made by the persons (competition
organisations/nominated persons) responsible for the condition of the hills generally
appointed for ski jumping competitions.

•

Ski jumping’s safety risks, such as wind, are mainly caused by factors independent
of people. Wind nets providing only partial protection from wind have been
constructed for some hills. Functional wind nets have only been installed on the
Lahti large hill.

•

The safety of competitors must come first. Jumping with too great a speed directs
the safety risk, especially for the top jumpers. Some sportsmen have been injured or
have lost their chance for success due to a fall. Safety is affected by the inrun
speed together with the prevailing wind direction and speed factors.

1.3. The Condition Factors in Ski
Jumping
•
•
•
•

•
•

It has been generally acknowledged that ski jumping is a winter sport.
However, the sport is also practised during the summer on artificially surfaced
jumping hills. Ski jumping has not made a breakthrough as a summer sport,
however.
Global warming is an established fact. It will cause additional problems for hill
localities during the early season international competitions (World Cup and
Continental Cup level competitions).
During recent years, competitions have been cancelled due to the lack of snow on
several occasions. Excessive snowfall has similarly hindered the carrying out of
competitions. Snowfall has also put jumpers in an unequal situation during
competitions.
The Jury of international competitions has not been able to control the condition
factors, even aided by modern weather radar equipment.
Weather conditions cause disappointments and financial losses to the general public
and the organisers.

2
Preliminary Statement for
Aavasaksa Ski Jumping Centre

2.1. General
•

The construction project is a complex, long-term and co-operative
whole. The construction project is divided into several phases, and the
contents of this preliminary statement will correspond with the
multiphase requirement survey. The other phases are project planning,
construction planning, construction and transition.

•

During the requirement survey phase, the project’s necessity and
practicality are established, and its requirements and possibilities are
examined. The results of the survey work are collected into a
requirement survey on the basis of which a project planning decision is
made. The requirement survey consists of a preliminary 1. construction
program, 2. schedule, 3. cost and 4. profitability estimate.

•

For the client/orderer, the requirement survey is perhaps the most
economically significant phase. It is at this time that the construction
decision is made, and it always entails a significant investment.

•

The requirement survey phase will clarify how the orderer’s space
requirements (in this case the location of the ski jumping centre) can be
satisfied.

•

The requirement survey will examine the aspects related to acquiring
building permission, and clarify the construction location’s public
transportation, geotechnical and other suitability for the project.

•

A preliminary schedule and financial plan are drafted during the
requirement survey phase. At the same time, the portion of self-funding
is analysed and other sources of funding are mapped out.

2.2.
Aavasaksa as a Venue
•

There is a solution to the problems of ski jumping venues: the ski jumping hill
should be built under a covered space.

•

The upper portion of the Aavasaksa ski flying hill is inside a tunnel along a 40 to 50
(horizontal length) meter length of the top section of the hill, and opens up at the
start of the hill’s bend (R1) into a rock cutting, which has a light-permeable
covering. The rock cut widens shortly before the take-off table and the total width
at the cut is approximately 120 meters.The purpose of the alternative roofing is to
achieve at least a partial light-permeable covering that merges with the environment
in the best possible manner.

•

The roof construction is designed as a hanging or arched structure, which enables
the longest possible visibility from the bottom of the landing area to the lower part
of the hill. The covered area continues up to the so-called fall limit. The actual
planning will include snow load durability for the cover and water removal.

•

In Finnish Lapland, the subzero weather periods begin as early as September or
October. Thanks to frost and a separate cooled area, winter conditions can be
created in the ski jumping centre for 8 to 9 months of the year. All three hills, with
the exception of the upper portion of the ski flying hill, will have a cooling pipe
system to ensure the preservation of snow. The material of the end gliding section
opening after the cover can be grass. Optionally, the end gliding area can also be
cooled. The economic efficiency of this will be verified by an energy financial
assessment.

•

The wind problems will be solved by covering, as will problems related to the
melting or softening of snow. Equal gliding and snow conditions will be created
for the upper portion of the hill.

•

In competitions, the most skilled jumpers will win (due to conditions) when
jumping indoors. Safety will improve as the inrun speed can be adjusted correctly
for the jumpers.

•

•

•

The computational basis for the preliminary survey of the hill profile is
adapted from the normal K 185 profile defined by the Finnish hill
construction committee’s FIS representative, Architect Pentti Värälä. The
actual planning following the preliminary survey stage can simulate the
point evaluated flight curve of an optimal jump, which is compared to the
profile of the plan in the H/N area. Applying the fold and radial values of
the base, this can used to realise as natural a lower hill profile between the
P-K points as possible. In that case, the jumper will not rise too high on his
flight path, even on long jumps. On the other hand, the lower hill profile in
question won’t allow reaching the hill’s HS point too easily. From the
above, it follows that the hill will be safe for jumps as long as 240-245
meters.
As an elevator system, the jumpers will be provided with elevators to the
inrun level of the ski flying hill, from where there is access to the large
and/or normal hill. The intention is to use escalators for the upper hill
transport system, provided their cost will not exceed the ROA values (=cost
estimate based on construction components). There are several alternatives.
Only a waiting space will be built for the jumpers in the upper part of the
ski flying hill, since the actual break/restrooms and other facilities are
places under the hill knoll.

•

The centre will provide the opportunity to arrange international ski jumping and
Nordic combined sports training in the actual performance environment. The
possibility of establishing a sports gymnasium is being evaluated. The Finnish Ski
Association should bear its responsibility for the basic education of young athletes,
following the example of the French Ski Association. After a career in sports, only
a few professional ski jumpers prosper or even get by with their sports earnings.

•

The financiers/sponsors of ski jumping will ensure visibility in running the
competitions. The competitions will start and end as planned.

•

Ski jumping has become a popular spectator sport thanks to television broadcasting.
During the actual planning phase, proper angles of view must be checked and
verified for TV broadcasting with the Finnish TV company directors, so that
pictures can be broadcast from the landing and flight stages of the hill.

•

The interest of the general public towards the sport is reflected in both those
attending and TV viewers.

2.3. The Customer,
Municipality of Ylitornio
•
•

•
•

Located ca. 90 km north of Kemi, in the immediate vicinity of the Torniojoki river.
Distance from Rovaniemi ca. 100 km, from Oulu ca. 200 km, and from Luulaja
150km.
Ylitornio is connected by highway level roads. Several international E-roads go
nearby to different parts of the Nordic countries. There are three airfields nearby.
Kemi airfield is ca. 85 km from Ylitornio. There is a railway connection to the base
of Aavasaksa, and running to the south via Tornio on both sides of the Gulf of
Bothnia.
Aavasaksa municipal engineering is already in place.
The Aavasaksa environs offer many services: the nearby Ylitornio and Övertorneå
services are up to the normal Finnish city standard:
– 2 indoor swimming facilities and a heated open-air pool
– A golf course in Övertorneå (on the other side of the Tornionjoki river)
– Two ice stadiums

– Several sports facilities
– Slalom slopes
– Övertorneå’s Svanstein contains a normal hill, P 70, and Pullinki Ski has 16
slopes with five elevators and a speed slope
– Ainiovaara ski centre with its artificial snow track
– An illuminated ski track network of 20 km
– Various hiking paths and, for example, canoe routes
– Aavasaksa Mountain with its scenic paths, laavu lean-tos, hiking paths,
panorama Café, a stage with a stand, the Tsar’s hunting lodge, the panorama
tower, and memorials
– Aavasaksa Mountain contains two resort villages, and a large zoned area for
holiday homes
– The midsummer feast is a folk tradition, with ca. 25,000 attendees
– An area has been reserved for an airfield at the base of the mountain
– Ylitornio houses a gymnasium specialising in ice hockey
– There are several holiday centres and smallish hotels in the municipality area
– A considerable flow of tourists travelling through the area to Finnish Lapland
and northern Norway.
– Tornionjoki is the largest free-flowing river in Europe.

2.4. The Topography of Aavasaksa
Mountain and the Hill Centre
•

Aavasaksa mountain is located in the middle of the municipality, along the
Torniojoki river and near the Övertorneå municipal centre.

•

The height of the mountain is +242 in NS height reference. On the top of the
mountain there is a panorama tower, the renovated old café, a stage, a parking lot,
and several panorama platforms.

•

The mountain descends in the northeast for 20 meters over a distance of 150 meters
and after that straight down for another 25 meters. The slope continues its descent
as a rocky wall, and the border of a slightly more forested area runs at height
reference +70. The flattest section is located at height reference +55.

•

There is an operating ski resort on the southeast slope of the mountain

2.5.
The Planned Ski Jumping Centre
•
•

•

•

The line of the ski jumping centre runs from the top of the mountain towards
the northeast.
The top of the ski flying hill extends into the mountain, and the large hill, K
120, is placed to the side of ski flying hill, with overlapping bases. The normal
hill, K 90, is placed on the opposite side, also using the base and outrun areas
of the ski flying hill.
The upper inrun portion of the ski flying hill is mined into a tunnel along a
length of 40-50 meters due to the protective zoning of the top of the mountain.
After this, the end section of the inrun is covered with a light-permeable and
gently sloping arched roof. The ski jumping centre broadens to 120 meters
after the takeoff table, after which a broader arched structure covers all the
way to the furthest tangent point of the R3 point (=the so-called fall limit).
The horizontal length of the ski jumping centre is almost 600 meters. At the
level of the bases, the cliff cut is ca. 40-50 deep at its largest. (The ski jumping
centre can be imagined as an ice stadium tilted at a 36.5 degree angle)

2.6. The K 185 and K 90 Hills
of the Ski Jumping Centre
•

Three ski jumping hills have been planned for the ski jumping centre:
– K 185 (ski flying hill), which offers potential for jumps of 250 meters. The
landing slope is shared with the K 120 and K 90 hills. The flight path of
the jump is made as low as possible. The planning of the hill slopes is
based on experience and existing ski flying hill profiles. Coaches and some
experienced jumpers are participating in the project as experts.
– Large hill K 120, whose HS should be over 140 meters. The inrun is
located just beside the ski flying hill. The R 3 area contains the same curve
values, which enables jump lengths of up to 150 meters. (R2 = the space
between tangent points in clothoid.)
– Normal hill K 90 is placed at the right side of the ski flying hill viewed
from below. The normal hill also uses the same ski flying hill’s base, in
which another hole is made for the hill.
– The width of the ski jumping centre enables simultaneous use of the large
and normal hills. The landing area of the ski flying hill can be
divided/separated with FIS-approved fence structures in shared use.

2.7. The Use of the
Ski Jumping Centre
•

•
•
•
•

Users of the ski flying hill: the users of the ski flying hill consist solely of
Word Cup level jumpers. The current situation is that ski flying hills may
not be used for practice outside competitions. In ski flying competitions the
number of participants varies between 40 to 60 jumpers around the world.
Users of the K 120 hill; the average age of the hill users is 14 years, so the
number of users is multiplied compared with the ski flying hill. Today, the
competitors in Nordic combined often use the hill in question.
Users of the K 90 hill: the hill is used by the 12-year-old age group of ski
jumpers.
A realistic/average use time for the ski flying hill is in all likelihood divided
every other year into a period of one week. On the other hand, the strength
of this ski jumping centre is the certainty of running competitions.
The ski jumping centre has the opportunity to function as a global reserve
venue for ski flying and large hill competitions if the World Cup and
Continental Cup competitions are cancelled due to a lack of snow and/or
wind conditions.

•
•

•

•

•

A realistic/average use time for the ski flying hill is in all likelihood divided
every other year into a period of one week. On the other hand, the strength of
this ski jumping centre is the certainty of running competitions.
The ski jumping centre has the opportunity to function as a global reserve
venue for ski flying and large hill competitions if the World Cup and
Continental Cup competitions are cancelled due to a lack of snow and/or
wind conditions.
Thanks to the length of the ski flying base, the ski jumping centre’s area can
be used for practising Alpine skiing and freestyle, and as a testing site for ski
wax testing, for example, because the crystal structure of artificial snow
differs from natural snow. Today, the competition venues for ski jumping
and alpine skiing are mainly covered with artificial snow anyway.
In Finland, the ski jumping centres have not received renewal funds
according to locality. The coaches are worried about the problematic
conditions of the hills used for training.
Wind has disturbed the summer use of Ruka, and in Lahti an open-air pool
partially prevents summer use of the large hill. Only the Kuopio large hill
can be used in the summer.
In ski jumping training, the most important matter is to improve the
conditions for winter training. Factors caused by the climate change have
obstructed the use of the Ruka, Lahti and Kuopio K 120 hills for winter
training

The use Aavasaksa centre:
The use of Aavasaksa Ski Jumping Centre:
• use time; > 9 m => 25 days in use / m = 225 days/year
• the 12, 14 and 16-year-old users, or the so-called “hopeasompa” boys and girls,
together with the Nordic combined users of the same age, form the future of
the sport, and for them stable and safe conditions are essential for the
development of their skills. The continuity of the sport and its availability
require the development of sport venues.
• The World Cup level and Continental Cup level users
• consist of the coaching groups of national associations. Based on interviews, we
know that the A and B Cup level jumpers (=Finnish representative jumpers,
or athletes receiving training support) require a total of 9,000 jumps on a snow
hill before the competition season starts. Corresponding representative
jumpers of Nordic combined require 8,000 jumps on a snow hill.
• The main training period for the training groups of representative athletes
takes place from the end of September until the end of November. The
competition season begins in November for both A and B Cups.
• The rest of the users consist of national clubs, whose training takes place
throughout the entire season.

•

The largest number of users consists of the special hill and Nordic
combined athletes of foreign clubs, and A and B national teams. The
emphasis in winter training is on using the large and normal hill. It is very
likely that practice time reservations will be made for the representative
athletes around the world in this centre, as training can take place according to
plans.

•

The planned ski jumping centre’s emphasis of use is on sport-specific
training. The Centre will naturally apply for competitions of all levels (WC,
COCJ, FIS, and national competitions ski jumping and Nordic combined) in
co-operation with FSA’s competition organising goals.

•

See the training camp calculation in Appendix 15

3 Architectural /Area Planning
3 D illustration

3 D illustration

Aavasaksa illustration drowing

3.1. The ski jumping facilities:
•

A jury tower with space for:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

•

Competition leadership
Judges (5)
Two rooms for results calculations
Coffee - rest rooms, two separate spaces
Jump length measurement room (video) and results calculation spaces
Staff rooms
2 to 3 storage spaces
Open space for assisting coaches
Open space for the press

The Jumpers’ facilities:
– Ski maintenance spaces with break area for the teams, altogether 15 to 20
spaces of the same size.
– 2 to 3 staff/restrooms for the jumpers
– 1 to 2 actual waiting rooms near the platform table of the centre, also equipped
with restrooms
– A waiting room at the top of the inrun pipe
– On the opposite uphill slope, a gymnastic hall-type warming up space, which
also has a modest power training area, and shower and wash rooms.

•

Rooms for hill stampers and office space, and rest rooms for volunteer officials.

• Public facilities:
– Restaurants (serving areas)
– Outdoor restaurant facilities, 3 to 4
– Restrooms
– Spectator gallery structures, 2 to 3 different categories
– Exits according to building regulations
– A tourist route to be constructed in connection with the tunnel, no access to the start
platforms
•

TV, press, interview and other general media rooms

•

Doping control and medical facilities + restrooms

•
•
•

•

•
•

The public will have an excellent view of the flight path, and it is possible
to build the best spectator galleries in the world with restrooms
(Compare with ice stadium spectator structures with their services, tilted
along the profile of the landing hill)
On the part of the covered section, consideration should be given to the
acoustic surface materials of the surface structures in the mined pit because
this is suitable for trade fairs, concerts and other public events. Ylitornio
and the nearby municipalities lack a facility for mass events.
As the actual planning begins, attention will be paid to landscaping and
environmental planning. The surroundings of the centre will be designed to
conform naturally to the national landscape, and the environment of the
centre will not be unduly broken or changed.
View sectors are to be planned separately and viewpoints related to training
will be considered in detail.
See the architect’s appended drawings numbers 1 to 4.

3.2. Transport
•

A road network and parking areas for the competitors, officials and service
personnel will be built. Bus traffic will be handled as pendelum
transportation.

•

Aavasaksa’s strength from the traffic point of view is the existing railroad
network.

•

The target contains an existing highway, main road and local road network
with a total annual thoroughfare traffic of over a million vehicles.

3.3. HEPAC Technics
•

So-called building techniques: water, waste water, electric wiring and other
connections are nearby or ready to be installed on the site.

•

Hill structure equipment: Snow-making system, inrun equipment (track
machines, lighting, etc.), landing hill snow handling equipment, timing
equipment, cooling systems, public viewing boards, loudspeaker systems, etc,
will all be included in the actual planning.

•

For international communications, an optical fibre cable should be built in the
area.

•

For the approval of the ski flying hill profile, FIS must be sent wind research
documents at the level of the ski flying hill’s flight path for a period of 2 years.
The covered section of the centre will not catch wind, but the airflow will be
examined on part of the inrun tunnel and under the cover by Doctor of
physical education Mikko Virmavirta and his aerodynamics consultant.

3.4. Audiovisual Equipment
(length
•

measurement, coaching)

Static installation of length measurement equipment (e.g. the Japanese have
their own video length measurement system), provided the cost is reasonable.
A static video/TV camera for coaching, following the jumper as the green
light is lit, and the jumper can view his own performance immediately below.
The coach can be contacted from the jumper’s “viewing area”.
Video recordings are transferred to the computer of the training group via
digital technology.

•

The starting points of the inrun will be installed with TV screens for
competitions for communication, and large viewing screens will be installed
for the public. View sectors and the necessary direct visual connections
should be planned together with the TV.

3.5. Project Surveys, Zoning
and Permissions
•

A regional plan and area plan have previously been formed for the area of the
construction site. A change of area plan is pending.

•

According to the regional plan, the area is zoned for tourism services, and an
area is indicated for tourism-related buildings. The drafted land use plan will
come under evaluation at the end of this year.

•

The project has been presented to the National Board of Antiquities and the
Finnish Environment Institute. A YVA report (environmental impact report)
must be drafted for the site before applying for building and environmental
permits.

•

Ylitornio municipality owns half of the area and Metsähallitus the other half.
The municipality has the option of exchanging land at the mountain with
Metsähallitus.
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Structural and Geotechniques

•

•
•

•
•

Foundation studies were conducted at the base of the slope in June 2007.
The steep section of the slope has not been examined but the depth of the
rock can be estimated relatively reliably by extrapolation. According to the
foundation research data, solid rock is at its deepest in the middle of the
slope, to a depth of 14.7 to 20.3 meters, and at the point of the planned
centre to a depth of 10.4 to 13.7 meters. The soil is moraine and the rock is
suitable for crushing. See the geotechnical survey in Appendix 5 (8.17.2007)
and Appendices 6-14.
The depth of the rock will cause some land ramps on the site, which can be
utilised as spectator space under the covering.
The area is to be covered with an arched or hanging rope construction. The
span length of the required roof structure ranges from 100 to 120 meters.
For an arched solution, the structural options are wood or steel. Compound
materials can also be considered. The hanging rope structure uses tightened
steel ropes.
The shape and material of the covering will be defined and designed in
connection with the actual planning.
The covering affects the general view, and the goal is to make the pit area
conform to the environment as well as possible.

5
The Need for Development
and the Future of Ski
Jumping

5.1. The Future of Ski Jumping
•

•
•
•

•

International ski jumping competitions are steadily moving over to
larger hills (so-called large hills > K 120 or ski flying hills). On the
other hand, the FIS has considered continuing organising
competitions on normal hills as well.
The overall economic weight of the sport is moving and has moved
to the control of the television and the multimedia.
Financiers and sponsors demand event guarantees with contracts.
The main financial profit of the competitions is brought by
conveying the television signal to the world.
The sport requires innovative solutions world-wide, so that the
athletes, spectators and viewers can again trust in the carrying out of
the competitions, and in the most important factor of the sport, a
result both sporting and just.
Competition juries and responsible official posts require
professional officials. Ex-active jumpers have the most personal
experience of the sport.

5.2. International Regulations
on Ski Jumping
•

International regulations govern ski jumping, which should be respected in
all decisions. Their meaning and their yearly review is now even more
important for the development of the sport.

•

The gliding qualities of the suits should be given special consideration
because most competitions are held in windy conditions.

•

The location of the jury towers is often problematic. Monitoring techniques
are not yet working faultlessly. The view sectors for the judges are poor at
many hills. In the Aavasaksa Centre both the ski flying hill and the large hill
are planned with their own judge towers, which are located in the correct
position for ski jump judging work. They must be correctly placed in
relation to the flight paths. With this project, consideration is also given to
the development of video judging since indoor conditions set limitations on
the activity of the judges.

5.3. The Professional
nature of Ski Jumping
•

Ski jumping continues thanks to monetary rewards.
Ski Jumping is a professional sport at the World Cup level.

•

The athletes and coaches are all professionals in the World
Cup competitions, whereas the officials are volunteers.

6

Cost Estimate and Schedule
of the Project
•

•

The cost estimate is affected by the rated values related to the end use of the
land and rock masses, the shape and materials of the covering, and the final
span length (the width of the centre). The foundation survey has ascertained
that the mined rock is suitable as construction material
The current rough ROA (building estimate) estimate based on the unit cost
and room area is approximately EUR 30 million. The cost estimate will be
narrowed down after mass calculation. The shape and span length can also
add to the costs.

• The question is about investing in ski jumping’s
continuity, safety, freedom from conditions, and
achievement of sporting results.

The financial plan will be roughly as follows:
Own capital (real estate company)
EUR 10 million
¾ Cost item received from the use of the masses
¾ Individual financiers
¾ Funding from various ski jumping countries (income from user
shares)
EU funding
EUR 10 million
Finnish Government funding
EUR 10 million
¾ Regional Council of Lapland
¾ Funding from the Arctic area
¾ Funding from the Ministry of Education
¾ Funding from the Ministry of Trade and Industry

•

The Schedule of the project is affected by the statements of different
authorities, the negotiations and statements related to financing, the
planning related to various funding portions, the schedule of the project
survey decision and the receipt of the preliminary information on foreign
funding.

•

The Schedule’s projected time requirement for planning is approximately
1 year, so the construction decision phase would be entered at the end of
2008, and the actual building could only commence during 2009.

•

The intended construction time for the ski jumping centre is 2 to 2.5
years.

7

Other Possibilities for Use

7.1. Training / Education
•
•

•
•

Finnish ski jumping and Nordic combined training is at the top level in the
world.
The goal is to open an international gymnasium for ski jumping and Nordic
combined in Aavasaksa. The youth of the countries practising the sport may
apply to study at the gymnasium. This would also entail taking care of their
basic education.
The goal is to take care of the athletes’ future as far as their studies are
concerned. The athletes must be guaranteed qualifications for professional
life after their sports career.
Niilo Halonen has been setting up contacts with the following sports
gymnasiums:
– Sportgymnasiu-Oherhof
– Sportgymnasium-Oberwiesenthal
– Sportgymnasium-Stams
– Sportgymnasium-Berchtesgaden

7.2. Other Uses for the
Ski Jumping Centre
– The first ski jumping centre set in rock in the world is a tourist attraction
in its own right. With less than three months of summer use, the series of
Aavasaksa festivities can be continued in the covered facilities on the
smaller and larger scale. Aavasaksa has not had access to covered
spectator facilities. A covered ski flying hill would bring enormous
spectator facilities to Lapland. This would enable the organising of
various large exhibitions and concerts without the uncertainty of the
weather.
The lower hill could be utilised for various skiing tracks in the summer.
The snow could be used for freestyle, or it could be stored for summer
events: stored snow could also be used to organise a sprint event during
the summer. The lower hill also functions as a slalom slope thanks to its
large height variation.

Lahti on the 19th of August 2007
Tapio Junnonen
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GEOTECHNICAL SURVEY
1
•
•

COMMISSION AND SUBJECT
Commissioned by Ylitornio municipality, we have prepared this geotechnical survey
for the planned Aavasaksa ski jumping centre. When fully realised, Aavasaksa ski jumping
centre will consist of three hills built on a common base: ski flying hill HS = 207m, large
hill HS = 133 m, and normal hill HS = 90 m. The hills are to be built northeast from the
top of Aavasaksa. The upper slopes of the hills will be placed inside the rock in tunnels,
and the common base in a cut at the base of Aavasaksa, on a steep slope. The base is to
be covered down to the bottom, or the so-called fall limit. The location of the ski jumping
centre is shown on the site plan.

2
•

TOPOGRAPHY, SOIL AND BEDROCK
As a basis for the survey we received a digital map of the area on 1:2000 scale. The
validity of the curves was not questioned in the preliminary stage. The location of the
Aavasaksa ski jumping centre was selected on the basis of topography. At the chosen spot
the terrain is at its steepest, bare rock is visible to large extent, and the rock was assumed
to continue at a reasonable depth until the bottom of the slope.
The conditions of the soil and terrain were checked with vibration boring, and the second
time these results with machine boring were made at 14 points. The survey could only be
completed on the lower slope of the construction site. Machine boring was extended the
minimum of 3.0 m into the rock. Geobotnia Oy, the company responsible for the machine
boring examination, has drafted a separate report on the examination. The report states the
following on the soil and bedrock:
– Ground level at the survey points +108.11…+57.73. Ground level variation >1 m from
the height level curves of the mapbase.

•

-Soil quality: The soil is mainly silted sand moraine with abundant
rocks and boulders
- The depth of bedrock from ground level: the dept of the bedrock from ground level varies
between 7 to 17 meters.
- The quality of the bedrock was determined based on a single rock boring point. The rock is
massive, broken at the top, fragile granite. The bottom is massive, sparsely cracked, fragile
granite. There are 4 pegmatite stripes of 0.1 to 1.2 m thickness in the granite. The rock is
massive, and does not contain any clear direction. The main minerals in the rock are feldspar
and quartz. The surface of the rock is broken to a depth of 18 m from the surface and very
cracked up to a depth of 37 m. From this point downward the rock is sparsely cracked. The
cracks are open and water is conducted at the surface and closed at the lower levels. The rock
is unweathered, Rp 0. The cracking of the rock is mixed cracking. The most common cracks
occur at the angles of 10 and 60 degrees from the ground level. Random angled cracks occur
in 45 and 80 to 90 degree directions.
- The usability of the rock material for construction: The rock material is suitable for
construction raw material as broken rock and various crushed rocks. Suitability as asphalt raw
material is class IV. The suitability of the rock material for loose layers of a road is LA35
according to the SFS-EN classification, in other words class IV in the old road authority
classification.

3. THE GEOTECHNICS OF CONSTRUCTING
THE SKI JUMPING CENTRE
Ski flying hill, HS = 225 m
The upper platform of the ski flying hill is placed at height +234, in other
words at a depth of 8 m, and over 20 meters from the protected Aavasaksa
mountain top. The inrun is placed in a mined tunnel. The athletes’ access to the
upper platform is also placed in a tunnel. The cross-section of the tunnel will be
designed at 6 m wide, and of such height that the jumper can see from the upper
platform to the takeoff table.
The height of the tunnel is 12m in places. The takeoff table is at height +173. It
is placed on the steepest part of the Aavasaksa slope. The base continues from
the takeoff table, widening in a cliff cut. The deepest section, in other words the
outrun bottom, is still in the cliff cut, at the height of +43. The uphill rises near
the ground level, ending at height +48.

Large hill, HS = 133 m
The top of the large hill is located deep underground at level +177. Access to the upper
platform is through the space cut under the takeoff table. The inrun is also placed in a mined
tunnel. The cross-section of the tunnel is designed to be 5 m wide and of such height that the
jumper can see the takeoff table from the upper platform.
The tunnel height is 10 m in places. The takeoff table is at level +129. The takeoff table opens
to a common base with the ski flying hill. The base continues from the takeoff table, widening
in the cliff cut, and joins the base of the ski flying hill at height level +110. The end of the
base and outrun is common with the ski flying base.
Normal hill, HS = 90 m
The top of the normal hill is located deep underground at level +151. Access to the upper
platform is through the space cut under the takeoff table. The inrun is also placed in a mined
tunnel. The cross-section of the tunnel is designed to be 5 m wide and of such height that the
jumper can see the takeoff table from the upper platform.
The tunnel height is 10 m in places. The takeoff table is at level +105. The takeoff table opens
to a common base with the ski flying hill. The base continues from the takeoff table, widening
in the cliff cut, and joins the base of the ski flying hill at height level +83. The end of the base
and outrun is common with the ski flying base.

Spectator areas
By the base, on both sides of the cliff cut, spectator areas will be built,
covered all the way down to the bottom. The inclination of the stands is
approximately 1:2. At the front of the stands an access way 5 m wide has
been measured, and at the back an access way 10 m wide. The main end
stand of the centre runs above ground level at height +70.
The Basis of the Ski Jumping Centre Covering
The covering of the centre will be either a hanging or arched structure.
Both structures are based on rock. In the rope structure the ropes are
anchored in the rock; in the arched structure the arches rest directly against
the rock.

4. EARTH CUTTING AND EXCAVATION MASSES
The digging of the base also requires earthworking. The ramps are to be made at an
inclination of 1:2.
According to the preliminary estimate, the total amount of digging will consist of 504,200 m3ktr.
The ground material will freeze and is usable for general filling, the curtaining of the earth ramps, noise
reduction walls, etc.
In connection with the contract, the ability to transport the material 1 to 10 km from the
construction site is advised.
According to the preliminary estimate, the total amount of tunnelling will consist of 504,200 m3ktr.
The ability to strengthen the tunnels with preliminary injections is advised.
According to the preliminary estimate, the total amount of open mining will consist of 504,200 m3ktr.
The quarry is usable for road, street and track construction when crushed.
The crushing requires an environmental permit. The crushing should take place near the site.
If required, four sizes of crushed rock will be made. The ability to middle pile the ready
crushed rock is advised. The crushed rock is valuable, and it is profitable to transport it
even longer distances.

5. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
The slopes of the ski jumping centre must be equipped with drain pipes.
Drain water must be pumped from the bowl of the ski jumping centre.
The bottom water of the dig will be guided, aided by drain pipes and other drying structures,
to a pump house. Both structural solutions of the covering must take care of removal
of water in the summer, and the removal of snow in the winter.

Training camp day calculation

Finnish training groups (winter training needs)
Special hill
group size / number of jumps / jumps/person 12 jumps/day
A Cup trainees
10
3000
300
25 camp days
B Cup trainees
15
3000
200
17 camp days
National clubs
25
3000
120
10 camp days
Total 9000
Total of camp days 52
Estimate: 20 jumpers and jumps 12 times/day 240 jumps / day
The total number of camp days is 38 or ca. 8 weeks, or 2 months

Nordic combined
group size / number of jumps / jumps/person 12 jumps/day
A Cup trainees
8
2500
313
26 camp days
B Cup trainees
12
2500
208
17 camp days
National clubs
20
3000
150
13 camp days
Total 8000

Total of camp days 56

The above calculation for training camp days, a TOTAL of 108 days or 3 months
YOUNG ATHLETES AND HOPEASOMPA ACTIVISTS ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN THE NUMBERS

Training camp day calculation, others
• A rough estimate of foreign trainee groups at A-B level would use
the centre
group size/ jump total/ jump total/person 12 jumps/day camp days
1. Austria
10
3000
300
25 camp days
2. Germany
10
3000
300
25 camp days
3. Norway
12
3600
300
25
4. Switzerland
5
1500
300
25
5. Poland
8
2400
300
25
6. Italy
5
1500
300
25
7. Russia
8
2400
300
25
8. Japan
10
3000
300
25
9. Slovenia
4
1200
250
25
10. Slovakia
4
1200
250
25
11. USA
4
1000
250
21
12. Canada
4
1000
250
21
• A season contains 225 training days. It follows that all willing cannot be
accommodated/fit in the ski jumping centre; there is not enough time even when jumping from
the large and normal hills simultaneously
• Training would not in fact take place at Aavasaksa alone, just a portion of it.
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Jumpers siganature
Springer
Unterschrif

Name (use capital letters)
Name (bitte mit Blockbuchstaben schr.)

Country
Nationalität
Kansallisuus

Allekirjoitukset alkuperäisessä kansiossa

Matti Hautamäki
Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Jussi Hautamäki
Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Harri Olli Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Arttu Lappi
Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Janne Ahonen
Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Tami Kiuru
Suomen maajoukkuehyppääjä
Joonas Ikonen
PHS:n / maajoukkuehyppääjä

Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi

Dimitri Ipatov
Denis Kornilov

Venäjän maajoukkuehyppääjä
Venäjän maajoukkuehyppääjä

Venäjä
Venäjä

Roar Ljökelsöy
Anders Jacobsen
Björn Einar Romören
Anders Bardal
Tom Hilde
Sicurd Pettersen

Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Norjan maajoukkuehyppääjä

Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja

Anders Kofler
Thomas Morgenster
Wolfcang Loitzel

Itävallan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Itävallan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Itävallan maajoukkuehyppääjä

Itävalta
Itävalta
Itävalta

Martin Smith
Jörg Ritzerfeld
Simon Evik

Saksan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Saksan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Saksan maajoukkuehyppääjä

Saksa
Saksa
Saksa

Christian Ulmer
Saksan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Falko Krismayer Saksan maajoukkuehyppääjä

Saksa
Saksa

Adam Malys
Simon Amman

Puolan maajoukkuehyppääjä
Sveitsin maajoukkuehyppääjä

Puola
Sveitsi

Coaches

Name (use capital letters)

Country

Jari Mantila
Kari Ylianttila
Norihiko Kanno
Richard Schallert
Tommi Nikunen
Janne Väätäinen
Timo Parantainen
Pasi Huttunen
Ville Kantee
Berni Schödler
Jean-Prost Nicolas
Mika Kojonkoski
Ludvig Zajc
K. Folko
Ron Read
Roberto Cecon
Fabio Morandini
Pekka Niemelä
Laccaroni
Hannu Lepistö
Peter Schlank
J. Danneberg
Wjochek Ernst
Alex Pointner
Peter Rohwein
Wolfgan Steiert

Venäjän maajoukkue
Japanin päävalmentaja
Japanin apuvalmentaja
Tsekkoslovakian päävalmentaja
Suomen päävalmentaja
Suomen apuvalmentaja
Suomen fys ter
Valmentaja
Suomen huoltopäällikkö
Sveitsin päävalmentaja
Ranskan ent. aktiivihyppääjä
Norjan päävalmentaja
Norjan ent. päävalmentaja
Saksan apuvalmentaja
Kanadan päävalmentaja
Italian päävalmentaja
Italian ent. päävalmentaja
Ranskan päävalmentaja
Ranskan apuvalmentaja
Puolan päävalmentaja
Slovakian päävalmentaja
Korean päävalmentaja
Korean apuvalmentaja
Itävallan päävalmentaja
Saksan päävalmentaja
Venäjän päävalmentaja

Venäjä/ Fin
Japani / Fin
Japani
CZE
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Sveitsi
Ranska
Norja
Nor / SLO
Saksa
Kanada
Italia
Italia
Ranska
Ranska
Puola
Slovakia
Korea
Korea
Itävalta
Saksa
Venäjä

Clas-Brede Bråthen
Ernst Vettori

Norjan lajipäällikkö
Itävallan lajipäällikkö

Norja
Itävalta

Seppo Pelli

PHS:n pitkäaikainen päävalmentaja Kuopio

Judges or TD:s signat.

Name (use capital letters)

Country

Nils Livland
Hans Elvesean
Björn Ule Wahlstedt
Eero Kuusinen
Jan Kowal
Rudi Steber
Otto Giacomelli
Ivano Longhini

Tekninen as.tuntija ja tuomari
FIS tuomari
FIS tuomari
FIS tekn.as.tuntija ja tuomari
FIS TA / tuomari
Puola
Saksan FIS tekn.as.tuntija ja tuomari
SlO FIS judge
FIS tuomari

Norja
Norja
Norja
Suomi

Janez Bukovnik
SLO tuomari
Seppo Hiltunen
FIS tuomari
Raimo Tamminen Vltakunnallinen tuomari
Tapio Kallio
FIS tuomari
Other peoples

Name (use capital letters)

Torbjörn Yggeseth
Ent. mäkikomitenan pj. /maaj.hypp.
Björn Wirkola
Olympiavoittaja
Terje Holm
Norja ent. mäkihyppääjä
Toni Innauer
Itävallan lajijohtaja
Odd Hammernes Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Joo-Inge Björnebye
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Hroar Stjernen
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Lars Grini
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Hans Olav Sörensen
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Christian Mohn
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Cato Strömberg
Norja ent. maajoukkuehyppääjä
Juhani Kärkinen
Maailmanmestari 1958
Veikko Kankkonen
Olympiavoittaja 1964
Jari Puikkonen
Lentomäki MM 1. -81 ja MM 1. -89
Mauno Valkama ent.
LHS:n hyppääjä
Matti Ryynänen ent.
LHS:n lajipäällikkö
J-P Keskiaho
LHS:n puheenjohtaja
Lauri Sarin
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
Matti Reijula
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
Esko Jussila
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
Antero Mäkinen
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
Armas Blumen
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
Raimo Oinonen
ent. LHS:n hyppääjä

Saksa
SLO
Italia
SLO
Suomi

Suomi
Suomi
Country
Norja
Norja
Norja
Itävalta
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Norja
Suomi
Suomi
Suomi
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti
Lahti

Keijo Laiho
Jarkko Saapunki
Kari Boman
Hanna Yrjänheikki
Heikki Luukkonen
Tuomas Pursiainen

ent. LHS:n hyppääjä
ent. PHS:n hyppääjä
ent. PHS:n hyppääjä
ent. PHS:n hyppääjä
ent. PHS:n hyppääjä
ent. PHS:n hyppääjä

Lahti
Kuopio
Kuopio
Kuopio
Kuopio
Kuopio

Unto Siikanen
Reijo Salminen

professori
kunnanvaltuutettu

Lahti
Lahti

Lahti 20. marraskuuta 2007
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